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Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of structure, purpose and challenges of 
coordinated intake (CI)

• Understand components of Parent Ambassador (PA) program and 
assess readiness in your community for such a program

• Create referral pathway from PAs to CI



Coordinated Intake

• Key components
• CI worker

• Home visiting program

• Community partners

• How do these pieces fit 
together?
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Building blocks for CI

Use of data

Strong community 
partnerships

Strong home visiting 
collaborative



Barriers to CI

• Lack of trust, competition and/or bad history between participating 
agencies

• Turnover at participating agencies

• Funding (both too much and too little)

• Staff/organizational capacity



Collaboration

Stand up!



History of collaboration in Cicero

• From 2004-2017, the Cicero Youth Task Force (CYTF) served as an 
outstanding model for effective community collaboration. Over the years, 
hundreds of individuals and organizations have provided tens of thousands 
of volunteer hours to improve conditions for Cicero children, youth and 
families. Through a variety of creative and bold initiatives, the Task Force 
attracted more than $30,000,000 of public and private funds to tackle some 
of Cicero’s greatest challenges.

• Because of that long, successful record of accomplishment, in 2015 the 
United Way of Metro Chicago selected Cicero as a Neighborhood Network 
community. United Way committed generous resources over the next ten 
years to help our community build an even stronger, more organized 
coalition to improve conditions for Cicero families.



History of collaboration in Cicero

In 2017, the historical success of the Cicero Youth Task Force, and 
the new energy and resources provided by the Cicero 
Neighborhood Network Project culminated in the creation of the 
Cicero Community Collaboration (CCC).



History of collaboration in Cicero

• The Cicero Community 
Collaborative (CCC) is a 
coalition of local service 
providers whose mission is to 
enhance the quality of life for 
Cicero children, youth and 
families by working together 
to improve educational 
outcomes, parent  
engagement, health, and 
safety.
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History of PA program 

• In 2012, Illinois received a Race to the Top Early Learning 
Challenge grant from the U.S. Departments of Education 
and Health and Human Services to strengthen early 
childhood systems and kindergarten readiness for 
Illinois children.

• The Governor’s Office of Early Childhood Development 
identified Innovation Zones based on several factors: 
level of concentrated need, presence of providers with a 
demonstrated interest in quality improvement, a history 
of collaboration among early education providers, and 
strong local support for early learning.

• Illinois Action for Children coordinated the work of 11 
Early Childhood Innovation Zones as part of the grant in 
partnership with the Governor’s Office of Early 
Childhood Development.



History of PA program 

The Cicero Innovation Zone partnered with 
faith-based organizations and community 
centers to bring a “small taste” of early 
learning at pop-up locations. The team used 
data to locate these “pop-up preschool” sites 
within walking distance to the communities’ 
lowest income families with children 0-5. In 
2016 the Innovation Zone team reported 
enrollment of more than 1,000 children 
from priority populations at 16 formal early 
learning sites.



Question for you

• What community conditions supported the development of a PA 
program in Cicero?



Fast Forward

https://youtu.be/YHSzzkNbmrM?t=350



How the program works in practice

Canvassing

• PAs are put into groups of two in order to go door to door (promoting early childhood awareness, 
screenings, parent cafes etc)

• Cicero is divided into six sectors and each team is given a sector

• At least one PA lives in said sector in order to better understand the community

Trainings

• PAs are required to attend any early childhood training offered in the community

• They are trained in how to run a parent café

• They are encouraged to learn about any other services the community might offer



How the program works in practice

Parent Cafes

• Our PAs run their own Parent Café called “Café y Conchas”

• These cafes are communal talks regarding a subject for the month that has to do with early 
education

Meetings

• The committee has one big monthly meeting with partners and community members

• They also attend two check in meetings a month with the chairs

• They attend group meetings with all other ambassadors once a month

Stipends

• Our PAs receive a stipend of a total of 1200 a year

• This is funded through a grant from United Way, through the Cicero Community Collaborative



How PAs connect with CI
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Our Parent Ambassadors



What’s it to me?

Answer these questions 

• What should communities consider when 
thinking about implementing their own PA 
program?

• What resources could you use?

• Is my community ready?



Thank you for Listening!



Stay in touch!

• Bryce Marable: Policy Specialist, Ounce of Prevention
• bmarable@ounceofprevention.org

• Yadi Martinez: Coordinated Intake Worker, Family Focus 
• Yadira.Martinez@family-focus.org


